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Summary

The current study draws on work in the areas of team adaptation, team compilation, and small groups as complex systems to predict and test relationships between time, taskwork team mental models, team action patterns, and team effectiveness. Three-person teams performed 9 scenarios of a firefighting simulation distributed over 3 days with discontinuous task changes introduced in the fourth and seventh scenarios (N = 41 teams; 123 individuals). We applied pattern detection algorithm software to the behavioral data to identify emergent performative patterns in the team members’ task-oriented actions. We also used discontinuous growth modeling to track the development of these team action patterns and their dynamic relation to team effectiveness. The results indicate that pattern emergence increased over time. This was particularly true for teams with similar taskwork mental models, and these teams also showed a more acute decrease in action patterns after a task change. In addition, team action patterns became increasingly positively related to team effectiveness over time, but this effect was reset after the occurrence of a task change. Overall, our research provides practical guidance to managers by illustrating the value of teams having highly shared taskwork team mental models and of enhancing the effects of teams’ action patterns on team adaptive outcomes.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

In order to effectively function in a dynamic work environment, teams must find a balance between stability and change. This balancing act is clearly visible in the extent to which team members perform recurring patterns of activity in their collective task-oriented work (Zellmer-Bruhn, Waller, & Ancona, 2004). We define these team action patterns in concordance with existing work (e.g., Zellmer-Bruhn et al., 2004) as recurring sets of actions performed for coordination and taskwork. As such, action patterns in teams differ from the information-laden and chiefly verbal interaction patterns explored in previous work (e.g., Stachowski, Kaplan, & Waller, 2009; Zijlstra, Waller, & Phillips, 2012). Instead, team action patterns are emergent performative patterns “created through practice” (Feldman, 2000, p. 622) and composed of task-directed actions engaged in by team members. These patterns differ from routines, however, as they are not “bound by rules and customs” (Feldman, 2000, p. 622). For instance, if a production team receives a customer order, a logistics worker may gather the required materials, hand these over to two production workers who will prepare the subcomponent of the order, after which a third worker will assemble the separate components. If this same sequence of actions is repeatedly performed over time and with very little or no variation, it becomes a stable action pattern within the team.

On one hand, it is important that teams quickly develop such action patterns, as this creates stability through predictability and efficiency (Cohen & Bacdayan, 1994). When team members know what actions they can expect from each other, they can easily adjust and anticipate their own actions to match those of their team members, becoming coordinated in an implicit way (Rico, Sanchez-Manzanares, Gil, & Gibson, 2008). On the other hand, stability can become detrimental when teams are faced with novel situations that significantly differ from situations for which stable action patterns within the teams exist (e.g., Stachowski et al., 2009; Uitdewilligen, Waller, & Pitariu, 2013). In such cases, relying on stable action patterns may lead to the rigidity that limits teams’ ability to adapt to novel situations (LePine, 2003).

Related previous research on verbal interaction patterns suggests that there is a strong situational influence on the relationship between...
team effectiveness and the extent to which team interaction occurs according to stable patterns. Zijlstra et al. (2012) found that teams with communication that fell into patterns early in team formation subsequently outperformed those teams with comparatively less communication that composed patterns during team formation. Stachowski et al. (2009) found that during critical nonroutine situations, teams with less complex interaction patterns outperformed teams with more complex patterns. In a study with 12 flight crews working in a flight simulator, Lei, Waller, Hagen, and Kaplan (2016) found that pattern length (measured as the amount of time within which a pattern unfolded), pattern complexity (measured as the number of hierarchical levels within a pattern containing smaller, embedded subpatterns), and actor switches (or turn-taking among team members) interacted with environmental volatility to predict team effectiveness. In routine environments, these interaction pattern characteristics were positively related to effectiveness; however, in nonroutine environments, the relationship was negative.

Although these previous studies have focused on verbalized interaction patterns, little is known about the recurring performative patterns of behaviors that emerge in teams as structured ways of doing when teams perform coordinated tasks. Moreover, although the temporal elements of pattern development and change have been implicit in these studies, an analysis of the antecedents, development, and changes in patterns, as well as of the dynamic relationship between patterns and team effectiveness, is missing. How do patterns of teams’ actions develop and emerge over time, and how does the nature of this development influence team outcomes? In this study, we take a dynamic perspective on team development and effectiveness (Collins, Gibson, Quigley, & Parker, 2016), and we take a team adaptation perspective (Baard, Rench, & Kozlowski, 2014; LePine, 2005) to assess the effect of unexpected task changes on team action pattern development; additionally, we build on Kozlowski, Gully, Nason, and Smith’s (1999) model of team compilation by predicting the development of team action patterns over time. We suggest that taskwork team mental models (TMMs)—a similar understanding among the team members about the central aspects of the task (Mohammed, Ferzandi, & Hamilton, 2010)—function as a key antecedent of team action pattern development and change. We focus on TMMs as they are the most advanced and frequently studied form of team cognition, indicated by the observable patterns occurring among the team members’ actions (Kozlowski et al., 1999). Here, following work specifically in the team dynamics literature, we consider team action patterns as the recurring sequences of performative task-oriented actions executed by team members (LePine, 2003; Zellmer-Bruhn et al., 2004). As such, the notion of action patterns is closely related to the concept of collective routines, which are also characterized by repeatedly exhibited similar patterns of behavior (Cohen & Bacdayan, 1994; Gersick & Hackman, 1990). In addition to not being bound by rules and customs (Feldman, 2000), a central distinction between routines and action patterns is that routines are often associated with unconscious or nonconscious behavior, whereas action patterns refer purely to the behavioral aspects without inferences about the extent to which these behaviors are consciously developed or executed (Schulz, 2008). Cohen and Bacdayan (1994) provide a compelling account of how collective routines are stored as situation-action linkages in the

2.1 Team adaptation and the development of action patterns

In general, research on teams postulates that adaptation may be motivated by a decrement (or expected decrement) in team effectiveness, and some scholars have provided conceptual approaches portraying how teams cope with and adapt to the changes believed responsible for these decrements. In this regard, it is suggested that team adaptation occurs through an emergent and recursive multilevel process combining situation assessment, plan formulation, plan execution, and team learning (Burke, Stagl, Salas, Pierce, & Kendall, 2006; Kozlowski et al., 1999). However, team adaptation scholars are still struggling to properly characterize the specific underlying mechanisms that drive team adaptation and, in particular, the measurement and characterization of the behaviors that constitute team adaptation (Maynard et al., 2015).

In looking for a response to this particular issue, we submit that the behavioral manifestation of the team adaptation process can be observed in the moment-to-moment manifestations of team function—indicated by the observable patterns occurring among the team members’ actions (Kozlowski et al., 1999). Here, following work specifically in the team dynamics literature, we consider team action patterns as the recurring sequences of performative task-oriented actions executed by team members (LePine, 2003; Zellmer-Bruhn et al., 2004). As such, the notion of action patterns is closely related to the concept of collective routines, which are also characterized by repeatedly exhibited similar patterns of behavior (Cohen & Bacdayan, 1994; Gersick & Hackman, 1990). In addition to not being bound by rules and customs (Feldman, 2000), a central distinction between routines and action patterns is that routines are often associated with unconscious or nonconscious behavior, whereas action patterns refer purely to the behavioral aspects without inferences about the extent to which these behaviors are consciously developed or executed (Schulz, 2008). Cohen and Bacdayan (1994) provide a compelling account of how collective routines are stored as situation-action linkages in the
procedural memory of individual members. Collective routine execution emerges when team members, primed by situation cues or the actions of others, enact their parts in the behavioral sequence and thereby trigger the concordant actions of their co-workers. In this way, actions of different team members are likely to co-occur at a higher-than-chance frequency, resulting in repeated sequences of collective behaviors (Stachowski et al., 2009).

Although previous research shows that teams rapidly develop stable patterns upon team formation (e.g., Bettenhausen & Murnighan, 1985; Zijlstra et al., 2012), patterns are likely to be continuously developed as team members accumulate experience in working with each other (Edmondson, Winslow, Bohmer, & Pisano, 2003; Reagans, Argote, & Brooks, 2005). In the role compilation phase, team members shift their focus from individual level skill development to the dyadic interactions between team members (Kozlowski et al., 1999). Team members learn who requires their output and from whom they require input (Huber & Lewis, 2010; Marks, Sabella, Burke, & Zaccaro, 2002), they learn what specific expectations they have regarding actions from each other, and they learn when these actions should be performed to ensure coordination. As these sequences are repeated, procedural memory for these cue-action linkages is strengthened (Betsch, Haberstroh, Glöckner, Haar, & Fiedler, 2001; Cohen & Baccanay, 1994), and the likelihood that similar sequences will re-occur increases (Gersick & Hackman, 1990; Tushman & Romanelli, 1985). With this ongoing automatization of basic interactions, team members can shift their attention from simple dyadic to more complex multimember action sequences (Kozlowski et al., 1999). In their theory of small groups as complex systems, Arrow, McGrath, and Berdahl (2000, p. 55) refer to this process as coordination or the "ongoing pattern of interaction among the group's constituent elements as the group pursues its function." Consistent with this theory, we argue that the number and variety of action patterns in teams is likely to increase over time as team members pursue interdependent work together. Therefore, we hypothesize that

**Hypothesis 1.** Increasing amounts of team actions will fall into patterns over time.

From a team adaptation standpoint, the fact that team actions become increasingly patterned over time shall be also considered in light of potential task changes. Accordingly, as we explain in the next section, task changes will subsequently affect the extent to which such action patterns become more or less frequent.

### 2.2 The effect of task changes on team action patterns

Task changes and disruptions are a central element in the existing research on adaptation, collective routines, and behavioral patterns in teams (Baard et al., 2014; Cohen & Baccanay, 1994; Edmondson et al., 2003; Stachowski et al., 2009), and a number of different perspectives exist on how such patterns are affected by task disruptions. Threat-rigidity theory maintains that when teams are confronted with an external environmental change, this can pose a perceived threat that leads to a reduction in information processing activities and a constriction or centralization of control (Staw, Sandelands, & Dutton, 1981). As a result, the team responds by using well-learned or dominant responses. This suggests that teams would defer to highly patterned modes of action when faced with a sudden change. Such rigid responses would result in positive outcomes if the change is incremental and negative outcomes if the change is discontinuous. However, empirical evidence for the threat-rigidity effect in teams is limited (e.g., Gladstein & Reilly, 1985), leading Turner and Horvitz (2001) to conclude that "responses to threat may be more varied than the threat-rigidity model might predict" (p. 450).

An alternative perspective considers discontinuous task changes as disruptive events that temporally lead to instability in coordination (Arrow et al., 2000). Many of the team behavioral patterns that were effective for task execution in the prechange period suddenly become obsolete and cannot be meaningfully applied to the new task situation. Due to previously established associations between behavioral patterns and team effectiveness, teams may initially aim to use old patterns (Audia, Locke, & Smith, 2000), but they will eventually realize that these have become ineffective or impossible to execute. With the abandonment of obsolete patterns, team members' ability to predict and anticipate the behaviors of other members is momentarily compromised (Rico, Gibson, Sánchez-Manzanares, & Clark, 2014). As a result, the initial phase of adaptation is characterized by disruption (Hale, Ployhart, & Shepherd, 2015) and coordination flux (Summers, Humphrey, & Ferris, 2012). Therefore, we expect that the use of team action patterns is likely to decrease directly after a discontinuous task change before teams regain their coordinative composure again.

**Hypothesis 2.** The occurrence of team action patterns will decrease immediately after a discontinuous task change.

### 2.3 TMMs and team action pattern development

The beginnings of the team lifecycle are pivotal in understanding the underpinnings of how team members build a common representation of both the team and its task. According to the team compilation model, the initial formation phase is crucial for team members to develop shared goals and norms, to acquire knowledge about the other team members, and to develop a sense of how their individual roles and goals align with the team goals (Kozlowski et al., 1999). For instance, Santos, Uitdewilligen, and Passos (2015) found that shared mental structures (e.g., TMMs) at the start of the team lifecycle are crucial for teams in translating learning behaviors into actual improvements of team effectiveness over time. Thus, in this initial phase, team members start developing cognitive structures that allow them to understand and cope with the main aspects of their task and how they work together in the team.

As mentioned previously, the teamwork literature has predominantly identified such cognitive structures as TMMs. TMMs are team members’ mental representations of knowledge about key elements of the team-relevant environment—such as the task, the equipment, or the teamwork strategies—that allow them to understand it (Klimoski & Mohammadi, 1994). TMMs tend to be stable and long-term, and according to the team compilation model, they will be continuously
refined and increasingly shared as team’s progress toward task, role, and team compilation phases. Accordingly, TMMs progressively develop by including a broader range of cognitive content, including both taskwork (individual and team task goals and performance requirements) and teamwork (i.e., team members’ interpersonal interaction requirements) domains (Mohammed et al., 2010). Although TMMs include other types of content such as strategic, temporal, or situational information, the taskwork and teamwork categories are dominant in existing research in the field (Mohammed et al., 2017). Although we acknowledge that team members have multiple TMMs simultaneously, we opted in this research for focusing only on taskwork TMMs for two main reasons. First, given that task changes are a central issue in dynamic teamwork environments, taskwork TMMs will better capture variations in the team cognitive structures concerned with the task itself. Second, in existing studies that examine different TMM content (i.e., teamwork and taskwork), taskwork TMMs are typically postulated to generate the outcomes under study (e.g., Gorman & Cooke, 2011; Santos & Passos, 2013; Zhou & Wang, 2010).

As taskwork TMMs are developed through team member interaction and interchange of information, they can be characterized by two main properties: (a) the degree to which members’ TMMs are similar, referred as sharedness and (2) the degree to which members’ TMMs are correct, referred to as accuracy. Extant literature has shown team effectiveness benefits are derived when highly shared TMMs are also accurate (Mathieu, Heffner, Goodwin, Cannon-Bowers, & Salas, 2005). The fact that team members share a common and accurate representation of the common task being carried out increases their ability to anticipate the needs and actions of other team members and develop team action patterns that improve team coordination and effectiveness (Cannon-Bowers, Salas, & Converse, 1993; Rico et al., 2008).

Following the team compilation model postulates, it could be argued that taskwork TMM development will include different elements during the different developmental phases. Thus, although social interaction and communication processes shape the way TMMs emerge (e.g., Mohammed et al., 2010), because they are primarily held in the mind of team members, TMMs include idiosyncratic information that may or may not be shared by the whole team. In fact, during the first two phases (i.e., team formation and task compilation phases), it has been predicted that teamwork TMMs will be developed first, as team members must gain interpersonal knowledge about their teammates and orient themselves to the team before they can attend to task performance and acquire the individual task knowledge, self-efficacy, and self-regulatory skills necessary to develop taskwork TMMs (Kozlowski et al., 1999). Subsequently developed taskwork TMMs will allow team members to understand task effectiveness and further develop both team and task team mental models as a dyadic and network of roles, respectively (Kozlowski et al., 1999). Accordingly, the quicker the team develops and shares taskwork TMMs in early stages of their development, the quicker the team action patterns will develop (captured on the slope of team action pattern development), fueling predictability and team effectiveness (Zijlstra et al., 2012). Thus, we hypothesize that

**Hypothesis 3.** Shared taskwork TMMs in early stages of team development will be positively related to both the emergence of and to the subsequent increase of team interaction pattern development over time.

### 2.4 Taskwork TMMs sharedness and team action pattern change

The key assumption in TMMs research is that when team members share the necessary team knowledge to perform, they are on a more solid footing to anticipate the actions and demands of other team members, thereby fostering team coordination processes that yield improved effectiveness (Cannon-Bowers et al., 1993). In particular, taskwork TMM sharedness facilitates one kind of coordination identified as implicit coordination (Rico et al., 2008).

Team coordination is an emergent process integrating the actions, knowledge, and goals of interdependent team members aiming for common goals (Malone & Crowston, 1994). Two kinds of coordination have been identified in previous research: explicit and implicit (Rico et al., 2008). Both are alternative and complementary processes that align team member actions as the team performs. In so doing, explicit coordination requires team members to communicate (e.g., orally, written, and visually) to articulate plans, define responsibilities, negotiate deadlines, and seek information (Espinosa, Lerch, & Kraut, 2004), whereas implicit coordination is a more indirect process, mainly tacit and derived from shared team representational structures (i.e., TMMs) that allow members to integrate their interdependencies by anticipating other team members’ actions and needs and future task demands (Rico et al., 2008). In addition, and particularly important for our rationale here regarding team adaptation, implicit coordination is associated with the dynamic adjustment of team members’ behaviors, based on the anticipated demands enacted in shared knowledge structures (i.e., taskwork TMMs). Thus, action patterns are inextricably related with implicit coordination processes, and it could easily be argued that when a team is performing based on implicit coordination, there will be a high frequency of action patterns.

Thus, the question remains as to the extent to which such well-oiled action patterns yielding efficient implicit coordination processes will also serve the team well when the team faces a change in its task. According to the team compilation model, during the team compilation phase, if the team has a repertoire of functioning networks (i.e., alternative configurations of team roles and work transactions between them), then the team may decide on an alternative network and cope with the situation. In this regard, when team members have a shared understanding of how they work together in the team and of how the main task elements are related (i.e., high taskwork TMM sharedness), the team will continue working in a coordinated fashion after an unexpected task change. However, there are changes that a team cannot address with a network selection strategy—namely, cases in which, due the magnitude of the change, the team must invent a new network to perform. Network invention involves the ability of team members to quickly create and communicate new networks of functioning (Kozlowski et al., 1999), implying that the team must abandon previous action patterns as well as reconfigure its role structure by building new action patterns.
Because taskwork TMM sharedness facilitates effective team communication and coordination, it is likely to facilitate this routine-abandonment process. Teams with highly shared taskwork TMMs will rapidly become aware of the misfit between their action patterns and the current altered task situation. In addition, teams with highly shared team TMMs will also quickly become aware of the effect of their action patterns on individual team members and become aware of this potential dysfunction. Moreover, both shared task and team TMMs are likely to facilitate communication among the team members regarding the relation between the task situation and team processes. Shared taskwork TMMs will ease sensemaking processes regarding members’ actions and communications because team members may interpret the task situation within the same frame of reference (Fussell & Krauss, 1989). All in all, such more intensive communication processes will help team members define new roles and new links between them, requiring a new set of action patterns to be established. Accordingly, we submit that having shared taskwork TMMs will enable team members to collectively realize a misfit is occurring and decide to abandon patterns that have been developed for situations that differ significantly from the current task situation. This will limit the coordination flux associated with developing a new team network of functioning that better fits the new task situation (Summers et al., 2012). Thus, we hypothesize that

**Hypothesis 4.** Taskwork TMM sharedness will interact with the effect of a task change on teams’ use of action patterns. The decrease in the occurrence of team action patterns after a task change will be more acute the more shared the taskwork TMM.

### 2.5 The dynamic relationship between action patterns and team effectiveness

The effect of action patterns on team outcomes is likely to differ over time. The positive influence of action patterns on team effectiveness depends on aspects of internal alignment—how well the actions of different members fit together to produce a meaningful coherent pattern—as well as on external fit, or the extent to which the patterns enable the team to perform given the specific characteristics of the team’s task environment (Arrow et al., 2000). We expect that in a relatively stable context, due to microfeedback from other team members and from the task environment, both internal alignment and external fit are likely to improve over time.

Previous research suggests that patterns are formed rapidly as soon as team members start working together (Bettenhausen & Murnighan, 1985; Feldman, 1984; Ginnett, 1987). In the initial moments of team formation, patterns may be shaped by a variety of factors that may not be directly relevant for team functioning in the specific task setting. Team members may have preconceptions about the capabilities and requirements of the other team members, and they may use scripts developed in previous team settings to initiate patterns in the current situation (Abelson, 1981; Bettenhausen & Murnighan, 1985). As a result, many of these initial patterns are not explicitly developed to optimally fit the requirements of the task. Hence, the initial relationship between patterned action and team effectiveness is likely to be weak.

As team members repeatedly work together, they may monitor the effects of their actions on other team members, or they may directly provide each other with feedback on the effectiveness of their actions (Arrow et al., 2000). As the patterns become increasingly tailored to the idiosyncratic needs of the team members and the requirements of the roles they fulfill within the team, the internal alignment of their action patterns increases (Pearsall, Ellis, & Bell, 2010). In addition, as team members repeatedly execute action patterns, they accumulate feedback about the effectiveness of these patterns, which either by triggering conscious reflection or through basic reinforcement processes, is likely to result in a pruning of the action structure as teams abandon some inefficient patterns and replace these with better alternatives (Arrow et al., 2000; Gersick & Hackman, 1990).

Although previous research shows that some patterns are likely to be retained independent of their relation to goal attainment (Feldman, 1984; Ginnett, 1987), it is likely that, overall, the patterns will become increasingly attuned to the characteristics of the task.

**Hypothesis 5.** Action patterns will be increasingly positively related to team effectiveness over time.

After a discontinuous change in the task, the fitness landscape of action patterns shifts; where some patterns will remain efficient, others may no longer be functional. Hence, in order to successfully adapt, teams must alter their action patterns to realign them with the shifting situation (Gersick & Hackman, 1990). Stachowski and colleagues found that in nonroutine situations, higher performing nuclear power plant crews exhibited fewer, shorter, and less complex interaction patterns. Similarly, Lei, Waller, Hagen, and Kaplan (2016) found that crews with patterns that were shorter, simpler, and involved lower reciprocity outperformed other crews during a nonroutine situation. This suggests that patterns established that were effective in the prechange situation may actually become a liability as teams may have difficulty abandoning patterns that have been previously experienced as successful (Audia et al., 2000; Cohen & Bacdayan, 1994). For example, this effect is frequently observed in sports teams that try to immediately cope with an important task change such as an adverse score situation by persisting in the same interaction patterns that seemed to be effective before the change, resulting in subsequent additional adverse outcomes due to the misalignment of old interaction patterns and an inability to cope with the new situation at hand.

Therefore, in the period immediately after the task change, adaptive teams avoid falling back on pre-established action structures and reevaluate their strategies given the new task requirements (Arrow & McGrath, 1993). After this initial period of flux (Summers et al., 2012), the team can again begin to optimize the internal alignment and external fit (LePine, 2003; Uitdewilligen et al., 2013) of action patterns to the new task circumstances. Therefore, we hypothesize that

**Hypothesis 6.** The positive relationship between action patterns and effectiveness over time will be reset after a discontinuous task change, in such a way that action...
patterns will be related to a greater reduction in effectiveness immediately after the task change and effectiveness after the change will recover at a slower rate when teams engage in many action patterns.

3 | METHOD

3.1 | Participants and design

Participants included 123 undergraduate students from two European universities. Students were randomly assigned to 41 three-person teams. Fourteen teams were tested at one location and 27 at the other university. Teams performed in a laboratory on a computer-based real-time firefighting simulation over nine consecutive scenarios distributed over three sessions in three different days. On the first day, teams were familiarized with the task and performed three basic simulation scenarios. On the second and third days, after a training round in which the teams performed the training scenario used in the first day, task changes were introduced in the fourth (second day) and seventh scenario (third day), respectively, requiring the teams to adapt their strategies.

3.1.1 | Simulation

The task scenarios were created using Networked Fire Chief (NFC; Omodei, Taranto, & Wearing, 2003). NFC is a computerized dynamic command-and-control simulation requiring members to monitor an area for the occurrence of fires and contain or extinguish the fires using three types of vehicles. Team members were collocated and worked on separate networked computers. The objective of the simulation is to limit the amount of points lost due to land burned by the fires. Land areas differed in how flammable they were and how many points they would cost when burned; for example, fires occurring in hay spread much faster than fires in forests, and burned houses cost more points than burned forests or hay. All team members had the possibility to zoom out to an overview map of the area, enabling them to locate fires and warning signs indicating where fires were likely to occur. Teams were given control over helicopters and fire engines that could extinguish fires and over bulldozers that could be used to treat land, preventing fires from spreading. Task roles were distributed in such a way that only one team member could use the helicopters to extinguish the fires, and only one team member could use the bulldozers to treat land. Vehicles required two types of resources to operate: water and fuel. One team member could reload vehicles with fuel and one team member could reload vehicles with water. In this way, team members were highly interdependent, as they required each other’s input for executing their actions.

Task changes were introduced by varying the number, size, and location of fires as well as the wind speed and direction. During the first three scenarios, teams were faced with a large number of small fires. The optimal strategy for the teams under these circumstances would be to have one team member use the overview map to spot fires and move vehicles toward the location, whereas the other two members would use the fire trucks and helicopters to rapidly extinguish the fires. In the fourth through sixth scenarios, the number of fires was dramatically reduced, but fires were larger, often occurring in hayfields and threatening houses. Now fires could be spotted more easily, and all three team members would be needed to contain the fires by using fire trucks, bulldozers, and helicopters. In the seventh through ninth scenarios, the number of fires remained constant but wind speed and direction changes significantly increased, making it impossible for team members to extinguish the fires as soon as they occurred. Now the optimal strategy for the teams would be to spot warning signs of where fires were likely to occur and use bulldozers before the actual start of the fire to ensure that fires could not spread beyond a limited area. Because only one team member could treat land with the bulldozers, the other team members should have assumed supportive roles enabling this team member to operate the bulldozers.

3.2 | Procedure

Participants were recruited via advertisements on campus and student participant recruitment systems and were randomly assigned to teams. Before the first session, participants first received 20 min of individual training to familiarize them with their role and with operating the simulation. Participants worked through a training sheet detailing all the actions they could take and prompting them to try these out on their computers. Participants also received a handout of the value of the different types of land and information on how to use each vehicle, which they could check during the simulation. Participants then performed a 10-min practice task as a team. In the practice task, teams were presented with an easy scenario and were instructed to practice extinguishing the fires and communicating with each other. Team members did not receive information about individuals’ area of specialization, so they could use this session to familiarize themselves with each other’s roles and to hand over vehicles for having them refilled by other team members. A research assistant was present during the training session for answering questions and clarifying misunderstandings.

After the training task, teams performed on the first scenario. They then completed the mental model measures, after which they completed the second and third scenario. On the second and third day of the experiment, participants returned to the lab and, after a short refresher training session, completed the fourth through sixth and seventh through ninth scenarios composed of, respectively, the first and second adaptation periods. To this regard, changes occurred at Trials 4 and 7. In order to prevent fatigue effects, teams completed the nine scenarios during three consecutive days in a week.

3.3 | Measures

3.3.1 | Team action patterns

In order to assess team action patterns, we used the action history file automatically generated by the NFC simulation that captures all actions that have been executed by each of the individual players and the exact time moment at which the actions were executed (Uitdewilligen et al., 2013). Due to technical errors, the action history of all nine scenarios was missing completely for one team, and for 10 teams, action information was missing for one scenario, resulting in information from 340 scenarios of 40 teams. With these action history
files, we created temporally ordered strings of actions containing information about the actions that were executed by the team members, the vehicle with which the action was executed, and the team member who executed the action.

Consistent with previous studies on interaction patterns in teams (Lei et al., 2016; Stachowski et al., 2009; Zijlstra et al., 2012), we used THEME (Magnusson, 2000), a pattern recognition software algorithm, to identify recurrent sequences of actions in the sequential behavioral data. The THEME algorithm uses a stepwise hierarchical procedure to identify patterns. First, simple patterns of two behaviors are identified based on their co-occurrence above a specific chance level. Second, the simple patterns are added to the sequence of events data and the program searches the data again to identify additional co-occurrences that include the initial single events as well as the simple patterns. This process is repeated, identifying increasingly complex patterns, until no additional patterns are found. Finally, in order to avoid duplication, the algorithm deletes patterns that are less complete versions of other patterns. Consistent with previous studies, we set the number of 3 times for a pattern to be occurring, and we set the confidence interval to derive patterns at 0.05, indicating that patterns were only retained if they occurred at a less than 5% probability level. We derived indicators for the number of unique action patterns occurring among team members and the amount of times these patterns occurred. A typical example of a pattern is team member #1 moves a helicopter to the fire location, team member #2 uses it to extinguish the fire, and team member #3 refills it with fuel. Given the high correlation between these factors ($r = 0.95$), we took the z-score of each measure and averaged them into a single measure of action patterns.

### 3.3.2 Team effectiveness

Team effectiveness was calculated by the simulation separately over each scenario. The effectiveness scores indicate the value of the land that has not burned relative to the total value of all land in the scenario. Mean scores were 99.18 (SD = 0.23) over Scenarios 1 through 3, 96.86 (SD = 1.23) over Scenarios 4 through 6, and 93.91 (SD = 2.07) over Scenarios 7 through 9. Because of the considerable increase in standard deviations over the sessions, we controlled for heteroscedasticity in the longitudinal analyses.

### 3.3.3 Taskwork TMM sharedness

Taskwork TMMs were each assessed with paired comparison ratings between seven pairs of concepts identified through an analysis of the task and with the help of people who were experts in the simulation (e.g., Edwards, Day, Arthur, & Bell, 2006; Mathieu et al., 2005). Concepts for the taskwork TMMs referred to aspects that were critical for understanding the task, including (a) mastering task procedures (refueling and water loading), (b) prioritizing different land types (field, hay, and houses), (c) prioritizing which fires to deal with first, (d) the ability to use vehicles appropriately, (e) understanding how fires spread, and (f) having a clear understanding of the instructions and goals of the mission. Participants filled in relatedness ratings regarding all possible pairs of these concepts between them and with team effectiveness, resulting in 42 ratings for each measure. The measure consisted of a matrix with the respective concepts along the top and the side of the grid. Following extant measurements on this regard, team effectiveness was included on the top of the grid (Lim & Klein, 2006). For each pair of concepts, participants were asked to indicate the extent to which they were related on a 7-point scale ranging from a strong negative relationship (−3) to a strong positive relationship (+3).

We used UCINET (Borgatti, Everett, & Freeman, 1992) to calculate the quadratic assignment proportion correlation between the mental models of the different team members (Mathieu et al., 2005).

### 3.4 Statistical analyses

Because our hypotheses include effects that vary within teams over time, we used random coefficient modeling, following the procedures advised by Bliese and Ployhart (2002). In particular, because we were interested in the effect of change events on the development of team effectiveness and action patterns over time, we used discontinuous growth modeling. With discontinuous growth modeling, the time metric is scaled to represent the discontinuities in the trajectories of the variables at the change points (Ployhart & Vandenberg, 2010). Discontinuous growth modeling has been used previously for modeling individual level adaptation (Lang & Bliwise, 2008) as well as group level adaptation (Hale, Ployhart, & Shepherd, 2015; Sander, van Doorn, van der Pal, & Zijlstra, 2015). All analyses used the nlm package (Pinheiro, Bates, DebRoy, & Sarkar, 2014) included in the open source software R and used restricted maximum likelihood.

Table 1 represents the scaling of the time metric used for modeling the discontinuous growth trajectories. The slope parameter represents the linear form of the trajectory, and the transition parameters represent the immediate impact of the first and the second task change event, respectively. The reacquisition parameters represent the differences in the linear growth in the postchange trials relative to the slope in the prechange trials. A significant reacquisition parameter indicates that the slope after the change event differs from the slope before the change event (Lang & Bliwise, 2008).
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FIGURE 1 Average action pattern trajectory of all teams over time

The analysis suggests no evidence for autocorrelation (\(\phi = -0.06, \Delta 2LL = 0.51, p = .31\)), and models accounting for heteroscedasticity ran into convergence problems, a problem that also occurred in previous studies (Lang & Bliese, 2008).

To test our hypotheses regarding the effect of TMM sharedness on action pattern development and change, we added interaction terms of the linear growth term and the transition adaptation coefficients with the shared mental model variable. Because these tests involve cross level moderation effects with a Level 2 factor (TMM sharedness) moderating the Level 1 effects of time on pattern development, we specified the temporal coefficients to be random over teams (Bliese & Ployhart, 2002). Consistent with previous research (Santos et al., 2015), we controlled for TMM accuracy when testing the effects of TMM sharedness.

As can be seen in Table 2, Model 2, TMM accuracy was positively related to the overall level of action patterns. The interaction term of TMM sharedness with the slope coefficient was positive and significant, indicating that the development of action patterns picks up more rapidly for teams with highly shared TMMs than for those with less shared TMMs, providing support for Hypothesis 3. The significant interaction between the first transition adaptation term (TA1) and TMMs sharedness is negative, indicating that teams with highly shared taskwork TMMs have an immediate decrease in action patterns after the first change, whereas teams with less shared taskwork TMMs actually increase their use of action patterns immediately after the first change. However, the interaction term with the second transition adaptation (TA2) was not significant, indicating that this effect of TMMs only holds for the first of the two changes, thereby providing partial support for Hypothesis 4 (Figure 2).

3.5 Level 1 analysis: Describing the trajectory of team action patterns over time

As a first step, we modeled the development trajectory of team action patterns over all teams using the time metric coefficients. Based on recommendations of Bliese and Ployhart (2002), we tested for autocorrelation and heteroscedasticity in the error structure. The analysis suggests no evidence for autocorrelation (\(\phi = -0.06, \Delta 2LL = 0.51, p = .31\)), and models accounting for heteroscedasticity ran into convergence problems, a problem that also occurred in previous studies (Lang & Bliese, 2008).

As can be seen in Table 3, Model 1, the slope coefficient positively predicts action pattern development, providing support for Hypothesis 1. Neither of the transition adaptation terms (TA1 and TA2) predicts pattern development, indicating that the experience of a change episode does not directly lead to an increase or decrease of action patterns, providing no support for Hypothesis 2. Finally, the second reacquisition adaptation term (RA2) is significantly negatively related to pattern development, indicating a decrease in action patterns after the second change. Figure 1 summarizes the combined effects of these temporal coefficients, thereby providing the estimated average development trajectory of team interaction patterns over time.

To test our hypotheses regarding the effect of TMM sharedness on action pattern development and change, we added interaction terms of the linear growth term and the transition adaptation coefficients with the shared mental model variable. Because these tests involve cross level moderation effects with a Level 2 factor (TMM sharedness) moderating the Level 1 effects of time on pattern development, we specified the temporal coefficients to be random over teams (Bliese & Ployhart, 2002). Consistent with previous research (Santos et al., 2015), we controlled for TMM accuracy when testing the effects of TMM sharedness.

As can be seen in Table 2, Model 2, TMM accuracy was positively related to the overall level of action patterns. The interaction term of TMM sharedness with the slope coefficient was positive and significant, indicating that the development of action patterns picks up more rapidly for teams with highly shared TMMs than for those with less shared TMMs, providing support for Hypothesis 3. The significant interaction between the first transition adaptation term (TA1) and TMMs sharedness is negative, indicating that teams with highly shared taskwork TMMs have an immediate decrease in action patterns after the first change, whereas teams with less shared taskwork TMMs actually increase their use of action patterns immediately after the first change. However, the interaction term with the second transition adaptation (TA2) was not significant, indicating that this effect of TMMs only holds for the first of the two changes, thereby providing partial support for Hypothesis 4 (Figure 2).

3.6 Level 1 analysis: Describing the trajectory of team effectiveness over time

Second, we modeled the average trajectory of team effectiveness over all teams using the time metric coefficients. Based on recommendations of Bliese and Ployhart (2002), we tested for autocorrelation and heteroscedasticity in the error structure. Autocorrelation indicates a correlation between observations close in time, which decreases with an increase in the temporal distance between the observation points. The analysis suggests no evidence for autocorrelation (\(\phi = -0.10, \Delta 2LL = 1.06, p = .14\)). Given the increase in task difficulty due to the task changes, we expected an increase in effectiveness variability over the adaptation episodes. The analysis indeed suggests evidence for heteroscedasticity over the two change episodes (\(\Delta 2LL = 146.255, p < .001\)). Consequently, in the subsequent models, we accounted for heteroscedasticity but not for autocorrelation in the error structures.

As can be seen in Table 3, Model 1, all temporal coefficients except Reacquisition 1 are significant, indicating that the expected trajectory models the data well. The linear trend positively predicts effectiveness, signaling a learning effect as team members improve effectiveness over time. As expected, both transition adaptation effects are negative, indicating drops in effectiveness directly after the task changes. Reacquisition Adaptation 1 is not significant, indicating that there is no significant additional linear growth after the transition relative to the linear growth before the transition; conversely, Reacquisition Adaptation 2 is positive, signaling that the teams on average peak up effectiveness after the second transition faster than the average growth rate. Figure 3 summarizes the combined effects of these temporal coefficients, thereby providing the estimated average effectiveness trajectory over the teams over time.

### TABLE 1 Coding of the time metric coefficients representing growth and change

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Measurement occasion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slope</td>
<td>0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition Adaptation 1 (TA1)</td>
<td>0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition Adaptation 2 (TA2)</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reacquisition Adaptation 1 (RA1)</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 1 2 2 2 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reacquisition Adaptation 2 (RA2)</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To test our hypotheses regarding the time-specific effects of action patterns on team effectiveness, we added all interaction terms between the temporal coefficients and the team action pattern variable. As can be seen in Table 3, the interaction terms of action patterns with the slope coefficient was significant, indicating that the effect of action patterns on team effectiveness becomes increasingly positive over time, providing support for Hypothesis 5. However, the interactions between the reacquisition terms for both the first and the second change (RA1 and RA2) with action patterns were marginally significant and negative, indicating that this increase in the positive effect of action patterns on effectiveness only holds for the prechange period and diminishes or even reverses after the changes. Moreover, the interaction term with the first transition adaptation (TA1) was negative, indicating that the use of action patterns was related to a higher drop in team effectiveness directly after a change event. However, the interaction term with the second transition adaptation (TA2) was not significant, indicating that this transition effect of action patterns only holds for the first of the two changes, thereby providing partial support for Hypothesis 6. These results are most clearly summarized in Figure 4, which shows the effect of high versus low levels of action patterns on team effectiveness over time.

Finally, we ran additional analyses to test whether the performance trajectory differed between teams with low and high shared task mental models. The results show no significant interaction effects of shared mental models and transition adaptation (TA1: $\beta = 1.25, t = 0.63, p > .05$; TA2: $\beta = -0.33, t = -0.19, p > .05$) or reacquisition adaptation (RA1: $\beta = -1.05, t = -0.99, p > .05$; RA2: $\beta = -1.83, t = -1.17, p > .05$). This indicates that there are no direct effects of shared task mental models on adaptive performance, only indirect effects via interaction patterns.

4 | DISCUSSION

Our research overall revealed that the emergence of team action patterns increases over time, and this is particularly so for teams with similar taskwork mental models. However, and importantly, our research reveals that after a task change, teams sharing taskwork mental models also show a more acute decrease in action patterns. Further, when we related team action patterns with team effectiveness, we found a positive relationship over time; nevertheless, this effect is reset after the occurrence of a task change, uncovering an
inverted pattern by means of which higher team effectiveness after a task change was achieved through fewer actions existing in patterns. Thus, the current study provides new theoretical and practical implications regarding both work team dynamics and team adaptation that deserve to be considered.

4.1 Implications for theory

There is a small but growing stream of empirical literature on emergent patterns in teams (Lei et al., 2016; Stachowski et al., 2009; Zijlstra et al., 2012). We contribute to this literature by elucidating the nonlinear, complex, and dynamic nature of team action patterns and their influence on effectiveness in a work environment changing over time. By doing so, we provide a detailed examination of the emergence of action patterns as teams struggle to adapt to unexpected changes in their primary tasks, thus answering calls for research that explicates adaptive behavioral trajectories over time (e.g., Waller et al., 2016). We also offer empirical evidence that corroborates two temporal theories of group development and change that have substantially influenced the field of team dynamics (Arrow et al., 2000; Kozlowski et al., 1999). In this regard, our finding that team action patterns increase over time is consistent with both the postulates of team

---

**TABLE 3** Discontinuous growth model results for baseline model of performance and action patterns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Model 1 Coef.</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>Model 2 Coef.</th>
<th>SE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>98.49**</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>98.87**</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample</td>
<td>0.550</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.20*</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slope</td>
<td>0.47**</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.22**</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition Adaptation 1 (TA1)</td>
<td>-3.77**</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>-2.64**</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition Adaptation 2 (TA2)</td>
<td>-5.43**</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>-4.89**</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reacquisition Adaptation 1 (RA1)</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reacquisition Adaptation 2 (RA2)</td>
<td>1.12**</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>1.42**</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action patterns</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slope * action patterns</td>
<td>0.18**</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TA1 * action patterns</td>
<td>-0.63**</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TA2 * action patterns</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA1 * action patterns</td>
<td>-0.11†</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA2 * action patterns</td>
<td>-0.72†</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: N = 41; k = 365. SE = standard error; Coef. = coefficient.
*p < .05, two-tailed. **p < .01, two-tailed. †p < .10, two-tailed.
compilation model (Kozlowski et al., 1999) and the dynamics of elaboration (Arrow et al., 2000). Apart from negative slope after the final change event, action patterns linearly increase over time among the team members. Kozlowski’s et al. (1999) model of team compilation proposes that team development occurs through a number of phases. In the initial formation phase, team members develop shared goals and norms, acquire knowledge about the other team members, and develop a sense of how their individual roles and goals align with the team goals. In the second task compilation phase, team members start developing the ability to fulfill their individual tasks within the team. In the third role compilation phase, the emphasis is switched from individual task mastery to the coordination of their actions with the other team members. Finally, in the team compilation phase, the focus shifts from the dyad to the team as team members develop more indirect and distal linkages and develop an understanding of the team as a network of interdependencies. So, as teams progress through these phases, they shift their focus from individual level skill development to the dyadic interactions between team members to more complex multi-member interaction sequences. Although we did not explicitly assess the underlying development of role network understanding of the team members, our study serves to illustrate this increasing complexity in the interaction among the team members as it becomes visible in the increased use of multimember action patterns over time.

Similarly, Arrow and colleagues’ (2000) conceptualization of small groups as complex systems poses that groups assemble a network of connections that allow them to operate and that increase in complexity over time. According to this model, through the local dynamics of everyday activities, members establish an initial coordination network. By repeatedly enacting this coordination network through coordinated patterns of activity, its structure becomes stabilized and maintained. Finally, feedback is used to modify ties in the coordination network to align the network closer to the team goals. Our findings indeed suggest that teams not only increasingly make use of collective action patterns over time but also that, under stable circumstances, these patterns become increasingly effective for performance.

Although we hypothesized task changes to temporarily decrease the presence of action patterns, the results did not show a decline in action patterns over all teams. It appears that at least on average, the teams retained some action patterns after the changes. This could be related to the nature of the task changes we introduced; although the changes had a substantial effect on effectiveness, it is possible that they functioned as evolutionary rather than purely radical changes (Gersick, 1991). This implies that some of the action patterns that teams established in the prechange period may have remained effective in the postchange period. Another explanation with important implications for the study of team adaptation could be that although some teams may have reacted to the task changes by using well-learned responses, others may have quickly abandoned such previously established action patterns. This explanation is corroborated by our findings on the effects of action patterns on adaptive outcomes, which suggests that those teams that did shed their action patterns immediately after a change exhibited higher adaptive effectiveness than those that did not.

Accordingly, our results contribute to the existing literature on team adaptation by taking an important step toward addressing a renewed call in the field (Baard et al., 2014; Maynard et al., 2015) for empirical specificity regarding how team adaptation occurs. The finding that action patterns positively relate to effectiveness in stable situations but negatively after situations change is congruent with extant adaptation literature that suggests team adaptation to task changes is associated with team role reconfigurations (LePine, 2005). The inadequacy of team action patterns in changing situations helps explain the flux in coordination identified by Summers et al. (2012) when characterizing the team state resulting after a change in its task environment. When faced with a task change, teams need to realize that their previously established patterns have become ineffective, and they need to experiment with new action sequences in order to find new optimal patterns for the new situation.

Further on this topic, the fact that we focused on the role of taskwork TMMs in our work also gives us further insights as to how adaptation processes unfold. We highlight the fact that shared taskwork TMMs did not predict the initial onset of action patterns but instead positively predicted the slope of action pattern development. This finding is consistent with previous research suggesting that shared cognition can help teams adapt when confronted with unexpected change events (Burke et al., 2006; Marks, Zaccaro, & Mathieu, 2000). It appears that a shared task mental model helps teams rapidly become aware of the misfit between their action patterns and the current altered task situation and thereby sets in motion the pattern-abandonment process. In any case, the fact that we measure TMMs after teams complete the first scenario calls for caution in the way we relate TMMs with the initial onset of action patterns. Thus, we cannot infer a predictive relationship between TMMs and the very first action patterns occurring in the first scenario.

Finally, our results describing trajectories of team action patterns over time allow us to connect with extant literature concerning the relevance of coordination processes when teams adapt to task changes (Arrow et al., 2000; Rico et al., 2014). In this regard, team action processes are a clear indicator of implicit team coordination, with the team integrating its activities mainly through a series of well-oiled patterns of action. Thus, our findings confirm the pivotal role of shared knowledge structures in implicit team coordination, as predicted by Rico et al. (2008). The finding that after the first task change (i.e., TA1), teams with highly shared taskwork TMMs exhibit a decrease in action patterns (in other words, a decrease in implicit coordination processes) provides empirical support of the prediction that TMMs also play a key role in allowing the team to cycle between implicit and explicit coordination process when teams adapt to changes (Rico et al., 2014). In this sense, and complementing the process approach to adaptation (Baard et al., 2014), we provide further empirical input on how the adaptation process unfolds over time. The observed action pattern dynamics suggest an increase in explicit coordination to cope with the severity of the disruptive effect of the changes (Rico et al., 2014). Thus, although in stable circumstances teams may be effective through an increase of their action patterns reflecting the predictability of team members’ actions (i.e., implicit coordination), when changes arise, the team may still be effective by decreasing their action patterns and openly discussing which new action patterns may be required to cope with the new situation (i.e., explicit coordination). In any case, the dynamics we report here
regarding team action patterns before and after changes help in addressing the need to better characterize the specific underlying mechanisms involved in team adaptation—a need so often emphasized in the field (Maynard et al., 2015).

Our work here also contributes to the literature on team behavioral patterns by identifying the antecedent role of taskwork TMM sharedness which, at the outset of the trajectory, influences the development and change of action patterns over time. Shared taskwork TMMs did not predict the onset of action patterns occurring in the initial stages of team development but positively predicted the slope of action pattern development. This finding supports Kozlowski’s et al. (1999) emphasis on the importance of the initial formation phase (during which team members develop interpersonal knowledge and a shared understanding) for the development of subsequent dyadic and team level interaction structures. A shared understanding of the task enables team members to anticipate the needs and actions of the other team members, thereby increasing predictability and enabling team members to adjust their actions to be compatible with those of others (Rico et al., 2008). In addition, we find that TMM similarity is negatively related to the level of action patterns in the first transition period, meaning that teams with similar mental models were able to shed their action patterns more easily after a discontinuous task change.

A number of authors have recently renewed the call for more in-depth examinations of temporal processes involved in the emergence of group level constructs (Cronin et al., 2011; Kozlowski & Chao, 2012; Waller et al., 2016). Emergence has been defined as “the process by which lower level system elements interact and through those dynamics create phenomena that manifest at a higher level of the system” (Kozlowski & Chao, 2012, p. 335). Central to the notion of emergence is its conceptualization as a process that occurs over time through the interaction of the individual level elements (Cronin et al., 2011), and more specifically, that emergent team phenomena emanate from behaviors of members and include emergent states, behavioral patterns, and structures (Waller et al., 2016).

The above-mentioned works uniformly lament that although most team constructs are essentially emergent constructs, most studies treat these constructs as static elements, neither measuring nor explicating the emergent processes through which lower level elements give rise to higher level constructs. In this regard, we contribute to a deeper understanding of team construct emergence by identifying stable team action patterns as emerging from the discrete actions of the individual team members, operationalized as actions taken during the simulation. In so doing, we illustrate how this emergent construct develops over time as team members repeatedly interact with each other to continuously build on and refine their action patterns. Moreover, we investigate how discontinuous team changes influence the process of emergence and how the trajectory of emergence can differ depending on individual knowledge at the outset of the team lifecycle. Thus, we provide a truly dynamic account of the emergence of team action patterns as team members struggle to cope with a changing and unpredictable work environment.

Kozlowski and Chao (2012) argued that one of the reasons why there is still so little empirical research on emergence is that most research in organizational behavior relies on perceptual survey measures to capture our main constructs. This limits the ability to gather many repeated measures of the same construct and often evokes questions about the construct validity of emergence measures. In this study, we were able to avoid these pitfalls by making use of an automatically recorded behavioral measure as the input for our data analyses. Researchers conducting laboratory studies are increasingly using such automatically captured behavioral data to attain rich and objective data (e.g., Grand, Braun, Kuljanin, Kozlowski, & Chao, 2016). This technique may not be limited to laboratory settings, however, as several scholars have been able to tap existing data sources to gather rich and objective data (e.g., Pentland, Haerem, & Hillison, 2010).

4.2 Practical implications

The current study offers practical implications for training team leaders and members to become aware of and leverage their action patterns for improving effectiveness in dynamic environments. Action patterns are often extremely difficult to detect when simply observing sequences of behavior (Magnusson, 2000). Therefore, it is likely that team members are not explicitly aware of the action patterns in which they engage and the effect these patterns have on their coordination and team functioning. Training team members and leaders in metaskills that involve becoming aware of action patterns occurring within their teams, giving them tools to both identify these patterns and assess their effectiveness for team functioning would be a powerful way to facilitate team learning. Although in some contexts, this may entail direct observation of behaviors to identify action patterns, increasing technical possibilities is likely to make it possible in the near future to automate this process. For instance, tools that combine automatic speech recognition software with algorithms for pattern recognition may be used to provide feedback that can be used as input for team reflection during debriefings of verbal interactions (Vashdi, Bamberger, Erez, & Weiss-Mellik, 2007). It could be feasible to use similar tools to provide the team with real-time live feedback during actual task performance. Particularly in high-stakes environments, the use of such tools could potentially increase team action pattern quality and thereby improve safety.

Additionally, our findings stress the importance for teams to develop shared mental models of the task early on in the team lifecycle. This suggests that teams may benefit from transition episodes early on—episodes during which team members share their knowledge, assumptions, and expectations on the execution of the task. This may help team members to rapidly learn to anticipate the actions and demands of other teammates and, as suggested by our work here, could thereby foster the development of effective action patterns.

4.3 Limitations and future directions

In spite of the contributions noted above, our research presents several potential limitations that are worth considering, as they will help future research endeavors to better characterize the relationships of team action patterns and effectiveness adaptation.

First, we acknowledge the fact that we used a synthetic task in a laboratory setting with teams formed for a very short duration task
(even considering that our teams came together to work three separate times—more than the average, we would suggest, for laboratory research on similar topics). This setting thus imposes certain limitations to team actions that may constrain the emergence of team action patterns. We expect that in real life settings, team action patterns would exert stronger effects on teams due to higher levels of repeated interaction and more profound consequences for team members. Although we could argue in favor of the robustness of our findings precisely for the same reasons we are referring to above, we ask for future research replicating our findings in more naturalistic settings. Additionally, teams in real organizational settings would likely present some team action patterns that have additional social and emotional value, therefore making them less amenable to change.

The above limitation relates to a second drawback of our study regarding the type of teams we used. In this regard, our teams could be identified as action teams, which are characterized by clearly specified and highly interdependent roles (see Hollenbeck, Beersma, & Schouten, 2012); consequently, our results should be translated with caution to other type of teams. Other types of teams may exhibit different types of action patterns due to the necessity to negotiate both the roles and the resources each role controls within the team. Additional differences between other types of teams and action teams could be due to different types of interdependence arrangements for their work; the action teams we studied were reciprocal by design, but teams using, for example, a pooled interdependence structure could exhibit different types of action patterns. In addition, to test our findings in more naturalistic settings, future research efforts should also be trained toward considering how the type of teams will influence the pattern of results.

Further, recent work on team adaptation emphasizes that the effectiveness of processes and emergent states may differ depending on the nature of the changes with which the teams are faced (Christian, Christian, Pearsall, & Long, 2017; Maynard et al., 2015). The kind of changes that our teams faced were mainly task-based, and we only focused on task TMMs to untangle their relationship with team action patterns. However, the role of team TMMs should also be elucidated in further research incorporating changes triggered by team-based issues. In this regard, recent theoretical developments in the field offer a good start in constructing empirically testable hypotheses (e.g., Maynard et al., 2015). For example, it could be inferred that if interpersonal conflict arising in a team triggers team adaptation, team TMMs will require a change (resulting temporarily in less shared team TMMs) to support the new required team interaction patterns guaranteeing team effectiveness. Moreover, consistent with previous adaptation research, we introduced changes that increased the complexity of the task (Baard et al., 2014), making it impossible to separate effects of task novelty from increases in complexity. Recent literature on the operationalization of task complexity (Hærem, Pentland, & Miller, 2015) may serve as a basis to assess or manipulate task complexity independently from task changes, enabling future studies to disentangle these effects.

Additionally, because changes were always introduced on a new day, this could potentially present a confound in our design. It is possible that some of the changes in pattern use and effectiveness were due not to the task changes but to the fact that these new scenarios were introduced on another day, which could, for instance, be related to reduced fatigue or the forgetting of some action patterns. However, there is no reason to assume systematic between-team differences in how these day-level effects would impact team functioning. Moreover, our analyses show no intercept effects of new days on action pattern development. This indicates that the occurrence of team action patterns did not significantly increase or decrease on the first performance trial of the new day relative to the last performance trial of the previous day. This absence of a change in the occurrence of team action patterns on new days suggests that there was no “forgetting” effect; teams maintained the level of action patterns they had displayed in the end of the previous day. Nevertheless, future research on team adaptation could consider how the timing of changes can impact team adaptive responses. For instance, does it matter if a change is introduced between or within scenarios?

An additional limitation of our study concerns the assumption of team membership stability. Our design did not investigate the effects of pattern emergence for existing teams that experience attrition and/or the arrival of new team members, and future work could certainly investigate such effects. The trajectory of action pattern emergence given a partial membership change might well result in an outcome similar to that found by Lewis, Belliveau, Herndon, and Keller (2007) examination of transactive memory systems (TMSs) under a partial membership change situation. They found that teams simply followed “oldtimers” TMSs when newcomers were added to the team, resulting in poor performance. However, once the oldtimers were asked to reflect upon and articulate their TMSs, performance improved. A similar effect could also hold for team action patterns, although the ability of team members to articulate behavioral patterns (without prompting or training) is questionable (see Magnusson, 2000).

Although we attempted to capture a dynamic account of the emergence of team action patterns, we did not capture the potential change in TMMs across different scenarios and how such change could influence subsequent behavioral patterns and team effectiveness evolution. TMMs are considered stable team-level, long-term stored knowledge representations (Mohammed et al., 2017); however, they must change in order to support team effectiveness if the team faces task changes. Our limitation illuminates a clear avenue for future research to ascertain if those teams shedding their action patterns immediately after a change exhibited higher adaptive effectiveness because their TMMs also changed (e.g., Uitdewilligen et al., 2013). For example, if TMMs become more accurate or more complex (i.e., increasing the amount of ready-to-use procedures with potential situation changes) over time, perhaps they provide a well-grounded knowledge-based to facilitate rapid transition to different action patterns, ultimately resulting in increased team effectiveness.

Finally, although our study focused on behavioral actions, we did not characterize the nature or characteristics (such as length or complexity) of such action patterns; instead, we focused our efforts first on quantitatively tracking the existence of action patterns. Thus, it is possible that although our results regarding task changes not producing an increase or decrease in team action patterns are clear, changes did occur in the characteristics of the patterns. Future studies should transcend the quantitative approach we followed regarding team action patterns and gain deeper understanding of their qualitative
nature. That step is a necessary one to fully understand how team action patterns change over time and influence team effectiveness in changing task circumstances. On a related note, team communication interactions could be also taken into account. These interactions may have different dynamics and interact with other types of behavioral actions; pursuing additional work in this area will offer a new perspective for understanding how explicit and implicit coordination mechanisms drive effective team adaptation.

4.4 | Conclusion

Based on the results generated by our work, we find that increasing emergence of team action patterns predicts team effectiveness over time, particularly when teams hold highly shared teamwork TMMs. By investigating how team action pattern emergence relates to team effectiveness in a dynamic environment, we show that the positive relationship between team action patterns and team effectiveness is reset after a task change; action patterns are associated with a larger drop in team effectiveness after an initial task change and with a slower reuptake in team effectiveness after a subsequent change. In addition, those teams with highly shared taskwork TMMs experience a keen decline in action patterns after a task change. The results of this study reveal how team adaptation processes manifest as variations of team action patterns, and how team cognitive structures provide considerable support in ensuring that teams coping with changing circumstances develop the action patterns that lead to improved outcomes.
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